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Abstract

Parvoviruses infect a wide variety of hosts, and their ancestors appear to
have emerged tens to hundreds of millions of years ago and to have spread
widely ever since. The diversity of parvoviruses is therefore extensive, and
although they all appear to descend from a common ancestor and share com-
mon structures in their capsid and nonstructural proteins, there is often low
homology at the DNA or protein level. The diversity of these viruses is also
seen in the widely differing impacts they have on their hosts, which range
from severe and even lethal disease to subclinical or nonpathogenic infec-
tions. In the past few years, deep sequencing of DNA samples from animals
has shown just how widespread the parvoviruses are in nature, but most of
the newly discovered viruses have not yet been associated with any disease.
However, variants of some parvoviruses have altered their host ranges to
create new epidemic or pandemic viruses. Here, we examine the properties
of parvoviruses and their interactions with their hosts that are associated
with these disparate pathogenic outcomes.
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THE ANCIENT ORIGIN AND THE HOST RANGE OF PARVOVIRUSES

The Parvoviridae are an ancient family of viruses that package an ssDNA genome, and in recent
years an extensive fossil record of the viruses has been identified through the recognition of viral
DNA fragments integrated into the genomes of a variety of different animals, where they are
found to be transmitted through the germline (1–3). The genomes in which parvovirus sequences
have been found include a variety of invertebrates and mammals, and the sequences take various
forms, from small fragmentary remnants or sequences with a small number of disruptions to
long sequences that include intact genes. Dating the integration events can be difficult, but the
degraded states of many of the sequences suggest that they were integrated millions of years ago.
In addition, some integrated viral sequences appear to be syntenic and to have been integrated
millions of years ago based on when the hosts diverged (1). Integrated viral sequences are found
throughout the animal kingdom, and many have been found in hosts in which exogenous viruses
have not been found, indicating either that the viruses have gone extinct or that we have not yet
identified them. It is unclear at this time whether particular extant viruses coevolved with their
hosts or have transferred from host to host, but it is likely that both mechanisms have occurred at
different times, so that the current admixture of viruses and hosts has arisen over at least tens of
millions of years (3). Despite their apparent great age and the wide range of hosts that they infect,
all of the parvoviruses appear to share an ancient common ancestor.

The family Parvoviridae is divided into two subfamilies, the Densovirinae and the Parvovirinae,
according to whether they infect invertebrates (including many arthropods and crustaceans) or
vertebrates, respectively. Both subfamilies are further divided into several genera, mostly on the
basis of genome organization (Figure 1) (4). For the purpose of study, the different members of
the family Parvoviridae are roughly divided into three major groups: autonomous parvoviruses,
dependoparvoviruses, and viruses of invertebrates. This review focuses on the viruses that infect
vertebrates (the Parvovirinae), the autonomous parvoviruses and the dependoparvoviruses, which
don’t or do require a helper virus, respectively, for successful replication within cells. Members of
these virus groups use related mechanisms for genome replication and control of tissue tropism,
yet they differ dramatically in pathogenicity.

Where there has been deep sequencing of DNA from animal samples, including tissues or feces,
many animals have been shown to carry the genomes of several different parvoviruses (in the case
of feces these can also be potentially derived from the diet), and individual animals often show
evidence of infection by multiple viruses (5–7). The dependoparvoviruses are not associated with
any disease and replicate efficiently only in the presence of a helper virus such as an adenovirus
(Ad) or herpes simplex virus (HSV) (8). This nonpathogenic property of the adeno-associated
viruses (AAVs) has been exploited to deliver therapeutic genes to several mammals, including
humans. In contrast, many of the autonomously replicating virus genera contain members that
cause disease, and these can have highly divergent pathogenic outcomes, ranging from subclinical
or nonpathogenic to severe and lethal symptoms. For example, Erythroparvovirus B19 virus (B19V)
is the causative agent of fifth disease in children as well as various clinical diseases in adults. On the
other hand, several other human parvoviruses include Bocaparvovirus human bocavirus (HBoV),
Tetraparvovirus human parvovirus 4 (PARV4), and the protoparvoviruses bufavirus (BuPV) 1 and
2, recently isolated from nasopharyngeal aspirates, stool, and serum samples (9–11), but it is
unclear whether the latter viruses are the causative agents of any of the disease symptoms they are
associated with when infecting on their own, as they are often found as coinfections with other
viruses. Several of the autonomous parvoviruses—including Amdoparvovirus Aleutian mink disease
virus (AMDV or ADV), infecting minks; Protoparvovirus porcine parvovirus (PPV), infecting pigs;
and Protoparvovirus minute virus of mice (MVM), infecting rodents—have both nonpathogenic
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Figure 1
Classification of the family Parvoviridae. The family is divided into two subfamilies, Parvovirinae and Densovirinae. The eight genera
under Parvovirinae are listed; some of their members that are discussed in this review are indicated. For the complete list of members
under each genus, see Reference 4. Type members for each genus are indicated with an asterisk. The legend indicates the severity of
disease caused by these viruses.
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and pathogenic variants or are pathogenic only at certain host ages (often fetal or shortly after birth)
(12). Furthermore, variants of other pathogenic autonomous parvoviruses, such as Protoparvovirus
canine parvovirus (CPV), have evolved by an altered host range, in this case from Protoparvovirus
feline panleukopenia virus (FPV), which moved from cats or related hosts among the carnivores
to create a new pandemic virus that spread worldwide among dogs, coyotes, and wolves.

The linear ssDNA parvovirus genome is∼4,500 to∼5,500 bases in length, with terminal hair-
pins (ITRs) that are used in viral DNA replication. The genome is packaged into a nonenveloped
capsid ∼26 nm in diameter. The capsid is assembled from 60 copies of two or more forms of
a single viral protein (VP), VP1–4, depending on the genus, encoded from the cap open read-
ing frame (ORF). They are numbered in order of size, with VP1 being the largest form. These
proteins share a common C-terminal sequence but have different N-terminal sequences as a re-
sult of either (a) alternative mRNA splicing and alternative translation initiation codon usage (in
the dependoparvoviruses) or (b) alternative mRNA splicing, alternative translation initiation, or
proteolytic cleavage following genome packaging (in the autonomously replicating parvoviruses)
(13–17). A second major ORF, the ns/rep ORF, encodes nonstructural protein 1 and 2 (NS1 and
NS2) (in autonomous parvoviruses) or Rep (in dependoparvoviruses). The dependoparvoviruses
encode four gene products from the rep ORF: Rep78, Rep68, Rep52, and Rep40. Rep78 and NS1
have N-terminal sequences that confer DNA-binding and endonuclease functions, whereas their
C-terminal domains have helicase function. The viral DNA is replicated by one or more of the
host cell DNA polymerases, and the NS1/Rep protein is involved in the specific mechanisms of
the processing steps in DNA replication, including introducing site-specific single-stranded nicks
that allow polymerase extension, acting as a DNA helicase, and regulating gene expression (18).
Due to the small size and limited genetic capacities of the viruses, each of the nonstructural and
structural proteins serves many different functions during infection. The viruses appear to use
a variety of common mechanisms to modulate interactions within the host cells and tissues and
to mediate viral transmission in the environment, reflecting a highly economic usage of coding
capacity.

THE NEED FOR DIVIDING CELLS IS A KEY DETERMINANT
OF AUTONOMOUS PARVOVIRUS PATHOGENICITY

While the dependoparvoviruses can establish infection in both dividing and nondividing cells,
where their DNA replication and gene expression are controlled by their helper viruses, all the
autonomous parvoviruses replicate their DNA in mitotically active cells, where they can hijack
components of the host cell DNA replication machinery to complete their replication. Diseases
caused by autonomous parvoviruses therefore tend to be more severe in fetal or young animals,
and the same viruses generally cause mild or subclinical infections in adults, in which there are
fewer dividing cell populations. For example, AMDV causes acute interstitial pneumonia, killing
alveolar cells and leading to fatal respiratory distress syndrome in newborn mink kits but re-
sulting in a chronic disease in adult minks (19–21). Similarly, PPV causes severe disease in fetal
piglets but little or no disease in older pigs, including the sow that is carrying the fetuses (22).
In addition, several well-known pathogenic parvoviruses have tropisms for tissues that contain
dividing cells in older animals, such as the developing erythroid precursor cells (B19V), lymphoid
cells (mouse and carnivore parvoviruses), and regenerating epithelial cells in the small intestine
(carnivore parvoviruses). Also, different disease syndromes may be seen in very young and older
animals. Examples include infections by CPV and FPV: Neonatal infections result in myocarditis
or cerebellar hypoplasia in dogs and cats, respectively, due to the presence of rapidly dividing
cardiomyocytes or cerebellar germinal cells in very young animals (23). Adult dogs and cats do
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not suffer myocardial or cerebellar diseases but instead experience subclinical infections or mild
transient diarrhea.

The small parvoviral genome makes these viruses highly dependent on host cellular factors
for successful infection. Hence, they have adopted unique ways to modulate their host cellular
environment by exerting control over the cell cycle and regulating different cell signaling pathways
to their benefit. In order to facilitate viral DNA replication, one of the early signs of infection is the
hijacking of the cellular DNA replication machinery by arresting permissive cells in S phase, late
S phase, intra-S phase, or G2/M phase, depending on the virus (24). Some parvoviruses also elicit
DNA damage response (DDR) pathways, which are naturally present in host cells to repair ssDNA
breaks (25, 26). Activation of DDR pathways is triggered by the complex hairpin structures in the
genome, which appear as ssDNA breaks resulting from the NS1 nicking step during replication
of the ITRs. Instead of utilizing the DDR pathways to resolve these breaks, as would normally
happen in the host cell genome, parvoviruses use sophisticated strategies to selectively activate or
suppress the signaling molecules and modulate the cellular environment to establish infection and
promote their own replication (27, 28). The interplay of the virus replication cycle and the DDR
machinery not only is important for the virus but also may play a critical role in viral pathogenesis
in a genus- or virus-specific manner (Table 1).

THE ROLE OF THE CONSERVED NS1 AND Rep PROTEINS AS
DETERMINANTS OF PATHOGENICITY

The Parvovirinae major nonstructural proteins NS1 and Rep exhibit several conserved
functions—nickase, helicase, and control of genome replication—despite evolutionary distance.
NS1 and Rep proteins of various parvoviruses share an average sequence identity of ∼30%,
with 10–99.7% identity among the autonomous viruses and 33.3–99.6% identity among the
dependoparvoviruses. Phylogenetic analysis shows that the dependoparvovirus Rep sequences
are divergent from the autonomously replicating parvovirus NS1 protein sequences and cluster
in their own group (Figure 2), reflecting the overall divergence of these different virus groups.

The NS1 proteins are able to cause direct cytopathic effects in permissive cells, characterized by
necrosis and/or apoptosis, which can facilitate viral release and cell-to-cell spread (Table 1). For
example, protoparvoviruses, which include the rodent parvoviruses (MVM, H-1PV, and LuIII),
are known to induce cell death. In mouse A9 fibroblasts, prototype MVM (MVMp) NS1 interferes
with CKIIα signaling, resulting in cell lysis by the destruction of cytoskeletal filaments and nu-
clear laminas and thereby facilitating viral spread (29). Similarly, rat parvovirus H-1PV, which is
currently being developed as an anticancer gene therapy vector, arrests U937 promonocytic cells,
human hepatocellular carcinoma cells, and rat glioma cells in the G2/M phase of the cell cycle,
leading to caspase-3 and caspase-9 activation by NS-mediated accumulation of reactive oxygen
species and cell lysis (30–33).

In addition to the NS1 toxicity observed for the members of the Protoparvovirus genus, similar
NS1-mediated host cell–specific toxicity has been reported for pathogenic erythroparvoviruses,
bocaparvoviruses, and amdoparvoviruses in permissive cell lines or in their natural hosts. In B19V,
which naturally infects cells in the erythroid lineage, NS1 lyses the cell and causes apoptosis
through an unknown mechanism involving caspase-3, as observed in the human erythroleukemia
cell line K562 and the erythropoietin-dependent megakaryocytic cell line UT-7/Epo (34). For this
virus, NS1 also functions to mediate secretion of the AP-1 and AP-2 transcription factors as well as
tumor necrosis factor α (TNF-α) and establishes pathogenesis by B19V-associated inflammation
in acute and chronic arthritis patients (35). In nonpermissive cells (COS-7 monkey epithelial
cells), transfected B19V NS1 can induce mitochondrion-mediated apoptosis (36). The NS1 of
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Bocaparvovirus minute virus of canine (CnMV or MVC) causes apoptotic cell death specifically in
permissive Walter Reed/3873D (WRD) canine cells by translocating Bax to the mitochondrial
outer membrane, disrupting the mitochondrial outer membrane potential and thereby activating
caspases (37). Another bocaparvovirus, Bocaparvovirus bovine parvovirus (BPV), initiates cell death
by necrosis instead of apoptosis in host bovine tracheal cells (EBTr), mediated by the release of
lactate dehydrogenase (38). AMDV is an unusual parvovirus in that it not only activates caspases
to facilitate apoptosis and viral spread in permissive Crandell feline kidney (CrFK) cells but can
also cleave sites on NS1 that are required for replication and translocation of the virus into the

Table 1 Cytopathic effects induced by nonstructural proteins during parvovirus infection

Genus Virus

Virus factor(s)
involved in DNA
damage response

Cell cycle
arrest
phase

Induces apoptosis
or cytotoxicity? Cells Reference(s)

Amdoparvovirus AMDV NS1 — Caspase-mediated
apoptosis

Crandell feline
kidney (CrFK)
cells

117

Bocaparvovirus MVC NS1 and DNA viral
replication through
ATM-SMC1
signaling

G2/M or
intra-S
phase

Phosphorylation of
p53 and
mitochondrion-
induced
apoptosis

Walter
Reed/3873D
(WRD) canine
cells

118

BPV1 NS1 and/or NP1
(unclear)

— Release of lactate
dehydrogenase,
mediating necrosis

Host bovine
tracheal cells
(EBTr)

38

HBoV1 NP1 G2/M
phase

Mitochondrion-
induced apoptosis
through caspase-3
and caspase-9
activation

HeLa cells 50

Dependoparvovirus AAV2 Helper virus proteins
(Ad: E1b55K/E4orf6
complex; HSV:
UL5, UL8, UL52,
and the DNA-
binding protein
ICP8) through
ATM signaling and
DNA-PKcs

S phase No; unclear cellular
fate

— —

Rep78 — p53-independent
apoptosis activated
by caspase-3

Human
embryonal
carcinoma
cells (NT-2),
p53-null
promyelocytic
human HL-60
cells

119

(Continued )
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Table 1 (Continued )

Genus Virus

Virus factor(s)
involved in DNA
damage response

Cell cycle
arrest
phase

Induces apoptosis
or cytotoxicity? Cells Reference(s)

Erythroparvovirus B19 Viral proteins (NS1,
11-kDa protein,
7.5-kDa protein,
VP1, and VP2) and
viral DNA
replication through
ATR signaling and
DNA-PKcs

G2/M or
late S
phase

— — —

NS1 — TNF-α-mediated
apoptosis and
caspase-3,
caspase-6, and
caspase-8
activation

Erythroid cells 34, 120

11-kDa protein — Caspase-10-
mediated
apoptosis

Erythroid
progenitor
cells

49

Protoparvovirus H-1PV NS1 alone through
reactive oxygen
species accumulation

G2/M
phase

Caspase-3 and
caspase-9
activation,
inducing
apoptosis;
accumulation of
cathepsin B and L
in the cytosol

U937
promonocytic
cells, human
hepatocellular
carcinoma cell
line
QGY-7703,
rat glioma cells

31, 32, 121

MVMp NS1 and viral DNA
replication through
ATM signaling

G2/M
phase

Interference with
CKIIα signaling

A9 fibroblasts 29

nucleus (39). The latter function seems to be an NS1-modified function to establish persistent
infection in adult minks.

In contrast to the pathogenic parvoviruses, the nonpathogenic dependoparvoviruses show signs
of efficient cytotoxicity only in the presence of helper proteins from Ad (E1b55K and E4orf6
complex) or HSV (UL5, UL8, UL52, and ICP8) (8). However, studies overexpressing Rep78 in
human cell lines have shown that it can also directly regulate the cell cycle and induce apoptosis
through caspase-3 activation (40). Regardless of this observation, these viruses have not been
associated with any known disease. Thus, NS1 cytotoxicity is likely a significant contributor to
parvovirus pathogenicity, although it is not a sole determinant, given the other effects of viral
replication in the cells and the ranges of disease outcomes resulting from cap gene variants of the
same virus with identical NS proteins.

The crystal structures reported for the N-terminal domains of the NS1 proteins of the autono-
mous viruses MVMp and HBoV1 and the Rep78 protein of the dependoparvovirus AAV5 show
conservation of the active and catalytic site residues important for ssDNA binding and nicking
incorporated onto a canonical fold of the histidine-hydrophobic-histidine (HUH) superfamily of
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nucleases required for rolling-circle replication (Figure 3) (41–43). The only structure available
for the helicase domain is for AAV2 Rep40 (44). The protein fold belongs to the SF3 DNA heli-
case family, and it has motifs for DNA binding and oligomerization. The Rep nickase domains are
shorter in length than those of NS1 (Figure 3b–d ) (41–43). When projected onto the available
3D structures, amino acid sequence conservation varies along the length of the protein and differs
among genera, suggesting that there may be other genus- and virus-specific functions in addition
to the conserved nickase activity (Figure 3b–d ). For example, the following have been reported
for MVMp NS1: functional domains of a predicted cyclin-dependent kinase (CDK) phosphor-
ylation site (residues 219–223); conservation of an H-1PV NS1 acetylation site (residue Lys85)
that is important for cytotoxicity, gene transcription, and viral replication; and an Akt/PKB phos-
phorylation site (Thr278) (Figure 3b). These residues are located within NS1 regions that show
different levels of conservation within each genus (Figure 3b,c). Thus, differences in amino acid
sequence conservation and overall protein length may contribute to the differences in the abilities
of these proteins to function as effectors of parvovirus cytotoxicity, including targeting of host-
and tissue-specific cellular factors, modulation of the cell cycle, initiation of necrosis/apoptosis or
cell death, and establishment of cellular pathogenesis (Table 1).

ACCESSORY PROTEINS ARE INVOLVED IN PATHOGENESIS BUT
ARE NOT COMMON DISEASE DETERMINANTS

A number of the parvovirus genera contain additional coding ORFs in their genomes that have
been associated with virus pathogenesis or control of infection. The small alternatively translated
(SAT) protein, encoded by a short ORF downstream of the VP2 initiation codon, is found only in
the genomes of the Protoparvovirus, Amdoparvovirus, and Tetraparvovirus genera and is known to
induce cell lysis and control viral spread between cultured cells (44, 45). For the Erythroparvovirus
genus, two minor ORFs encoding small protein products (the 7.5- and 11-kDa proteins) dictate
B19V’s tropism for human leukemic bone marrow cells by blocking translation of downstream
structural proteins in other hosts or cell types (46–48). The 11-kDa protein of B19V is a stronger
inducer of apoptosis than B19V NS1, due to caspase-10 activation and targeted cell death of
erythroid progenitor cells (49). For the Bocaparvovirus genus, although there is limited information
available on the genus-specific NP1 encoded by ORF2 with respect to permissive cells, its function
is analogous to that of NS1 in terms of inducing cell death. The HBoV1 NP1 has been reported to
cause apoptosis in nonpermissive HeLa cells by the activation of downstream apoptosis activators
such as caspase-3 and caspase-9 in the mitochondria (50). Furthermore, in addition to playing a role
in viral replication and mediating cytotoxicity, NP1 upregulates expression of TNF-α mRNA.
This elicits an inflammatory cytokine response that is indicative of its role in bocaparvovirus-
specific pathogenesis. The protoparvoviruses also encode NS2, which is reported to complement
the apoptotic function of NS1 and augment its cytopathic effect. For example, eliminating NS2
synthesis in a variant of the lethal lymphocyte-specific MVM strain MVMi (NS2-1990) resulted in
a restricted and asymptomatic infection similar to that produced by the fibroblast-adapted MVMp
strain (51). Additional studies have demonstrated that NS2 mutants are defective in capsid assembly
in some host cells (52). For the nonpathogenic Dependoparvovirus AAV, the cap ORF2 encodes

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Figure 2
Rooted phylogenetic tree for complete parvovirus NS1 and Rep sequences. The dependoparvoviruses and autonomously replicating
parvoviruses are shown on blue and tan backgrounds, respectively. The sequence for at least one virus strain under each genus was used
to generate the tree. The brackets on the right delineate the genera. The scale indicates the node length.
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NS1 and Rep structures. (a) Cartoon representations of the superposed N-terminal structures of MVMp NS1 (tan), HBoV1 NS1 (red ),
and AAV5 Rep (blue). (Inset) The conserved nickase active site residues (shown in stick representation) and magnesium cation (shown as
a gray sphere), with residue numbers corresponding to the three viruses, are listed in their respective colors. The N and C termini as
well as the Ori-binding sites are indicated. (b–d ) Maximum conservation percentages calculated using the NS1/Rep N terminus
sequences for each available genus member for (b) the dependoparvoviruses, (c) the bocaparvoviruses, and (d ) the protoparvoviruses are
depicted on the structures of AAV2 Rep, MVMp NS1, and HBoV1 NS1, respectively. Minimum (red ) to maximum (blue) conservation
of residues at each position is shown. The known functional sites for the AAVs and protoparvoviruses are indicated, with the
contributing residues listed on their respective structures. Structures were generated using PyMOL (123) and UCSF-Chimera (124).

a capsid assembly activating protein (AAP) in addition to the VP proteins (VP1–3) that is not
found in the autonomous parvoviruses (53). This protein is essential for capsid assembly and AAV
production but has no reported toxicity. Altogether, these examples highlight parvovirus proteins
playing several vital roles in pathogenicity determination that appear to be genus specific and thus
are not universal parvovirus strategies for disease etiology. The pathogenic parvovirus accessory
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proteins serve to target cytopathic effects to host or specific tissues in order to establish a disease
phenotype.

PERSISTENCE AND INTEGRATION OF VIRAL DNA ARE NOT
SPECIFICALLY CONNECTED TO DISEASE

The presence of parvoviral genomes in host cells or tissues has not been connected to pathogenic-
ity. Bocaparvovirus HBoV3 was isolated as an extrachromosomal closed circular DNA form (or
episome) and is commonly detected in healthy adults as well as young children (54). Simi-
lar findings were reported for nonpathogenic AAV infections in young children, and a large
number of genomic sequences have been isolated from human and nonhuman primate tissues
(55, 56). However, in contrast to the AAV head-to-head or tail-to-tail ITR structures, boca-
parvovirus genomes were found to exist as head-to-tail concatemers in infected tissues, suggest-
ing an adapted mechanism of viral persistence different from that used by AAVs (57). Boca-
parvoviruses infect immunocompromised individuals (e.g., infants below the age of 2 years or
immunocompromised adults), but they are often found as coinfections with other respiratory
pathogens such as respiratory syncytial virus, rhinovirus, and Ad. Therefore, sequencing and
characterization of the ITRs of these newly emerging human pathogens and comparison with
those of the AAVs may help us to elucidate the mechanism(s) for establishing persistent infec-
tions with or without disease phenotype, thus providing a deeper understanding of parvovirus
pathogenicity.

THE DIVERSE ROLES OF THE CAPSID STRUCTURAL PROTEINS IN
CONTROLLING VIRAL PROPERTIES AND PATHOGENICITY

The VP1 (and the smaller, overlapping VP) sequences of all the Parvovirinae members share
sequence identities between 14% and 98%, with higher sequence identities for members of the
same genus (Figure 4). The VP1 proteins for the Dependoparvovirus genus are divergent in se-
quence from all those of the autonomous pathogenic viruses, although, as expected, these also
show genus-specific clustering (Figure 4). Additionally, the VP1 sequences from genera with hu-
man or other mammalian hosts, namely Bocaparvovirus, Dependoparvovirus, and Erythroparvovirus
(with the exception of the bufaviruses), cluster more closely with one another than with the VP1
sequences from the other genera (Figure 4).

The largest viral capsid protein, VP1, contains an N-terminal peptide, the VP1 unique se-
quence (VP1u), that varies in length and sequence based on the genus; the amdoparvoviruses have
the shortest VP1u sequence (43 aa) and the erythroparvoviruses have the longest (226 aa). VP1u
has two significant functions. The first is a stretch of basic residues (arginines and lysines) that
serve as nuclear localization signals (NLSs) (58–64); the second, which is absent from amdopar-
voviruses, is a phospholipase A2 (PLA2) enzyme domain that enables virus escape from the late
endosomal/lysosomal pathway during cell entry, allowing trafficking to the nucleus for replication
(65, 66). Due to the absence of the multiple disulfide bonds that are found in the other secretary
PLA2s, the parvoviral enzymes have been classified as a separate group, the Class XIII PLA2s (65).
For the remaining VPs, the VP1/2 overlapping region contains the structural domain that assem-
bles the capsid, additional NLS sequences used for nuclear entry, and, for the protoparvoviruses,
a nuclear exit signal. The VP1/2/3 common region is required to perform the remaining infec-
tious steps, including receptor attachment, endosomal/lysosomal trafficking, capsid assembly, and
genome packaging, and is the target of the host immune response (12). Of these steps, the three
that have been studied the most as potential determinants of host pathogenicity are (a) PLA2
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Table 2 Structural proteins known to control pathogenicity

Genus Virus(es)
Determinant(s) of

pathogenicity
Factor(s) contributing to

disease Reference(s)
Amdoparvovirus AMDV VP2 Antibody-dependent

enhancement
93, 94, 96, 106

Erythroparvovirus B19V VP2, VP1u Antibody-dependent
enhancement

73, 107, 111, 112

Bocaparvovirus HBoV1 VP1u Disruption of tight junctions in
human airway epithelial cells

75

Protoparvovirus MVMp/i, F1 mutant,
H-1PV, CPV, and FPV

VP2 Host tropism and tissue
tropism

71, 85, 87–89

PPV VP1u, VP2 High PLA2 activity and host
tropism

65, 90, 122

enzyme activity, (b) host tissue tropism and receptor attachment, and (c) host antibody recognition
(Table 2).

The structures for the type members for the original five of the eight now-known genera within
the Parvovirinae subfamily have been determined by X-ray crystallography and/or cryoelectron
microscopy and image reconstruction (cryo-reconstruction) (Figures 1 and 5). In addition, struc-
tures are available for several different members of the Bocaparvovirus, Dependoparvovirus, and
Protoparvovirus genera. In all these structures—with the exception of that from B19V—VP1u, the
VP1/2 common region, and the first∼15 aa of the VP1/2/3 common region are not observed. The
lack of resolution of the VP1/2 overlap sequence (equivalent to the N-terminal sequence of VP2)
is likely due to its predicted intrinsic disorder and low copy number. The lack of resolution of the
N terminus of the VP1/2/3 common region is likely due to variation in its structural disposition.
The ordered portion of the VP1/2/3 common region (∼520 to ∼550 aa) has conserved distinct
capsid features: a depression at the twofold and surrounding the fivefold axis, protrusions at or
surrounding the threefold axis, and a channel at the fivefold axis of symmetry (Figure 5a–e). These
conserved features exist despite low sequence identity, only 18–23%, between genera. The com-
mon architecture of the VP contributing to the parvovirus capsid structure consists of a conserved
α-helix and a core eight-stranded β-barrel, linked by loops of varying lengths and conformations,
which make up the majority of the viral capsid surface (Figure 5f ) (12, 67). The core features
and the VP:VP interface regions on the interior of the capsid contain the residues with the high-
est sequence identity, whereas the surface loops show variability in sequence and morphology.
Differences in surface loops give each genus a unique surface topology (Figure 5) (67).

The apexes of the loops flanking the conserved α-helix and β-strands have been defined
as variable regions (VRs) for the dependoparvoviruses (VR-I to VR-IX), the protoparvoviruses
(VR0 to VR8), and, recently, the bocaparvoviruses (VR-I to VR-IX) (Figures 5f and 6) (68–71).
Significantly, these VRs are seen in the different genera, and they cluster on the capsid surface
to create subtle differences unique to each member of the different genera (12, 69). For example,
VR-IX in BPV (equivalent to VR8 in MVM) has a raised conformation compared with those of
the other type members, dividing the canonical twofold depression feature on the BPV capsid

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Figure 4
Rooted phylogenetic tree for complete parvovirus VP1 sequences. The dependoparvoviruses and autonomously replicating
parvoviruses are shown on blue and tan backgrounds, respectively. The sequence for at least one virus strain under each genus was used
to generate the tree. The brackets on the right delineate the genera. The scale indicates the node length.
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(Figure 5). Moreover, structural alignment of the VP structures for all the pathogenic and
nonpathogenic members shows that elaborate insertions within the different VRs are present for
pathogenic parvoviruses, whereas variability occurs only at the top of the VRs for nonpathogenic
parvoviruses (Figure 6). A majority of these VRs are implicated in receptor binding, antigenicity,
and genome-packaging functions for the parvoviruses in general (reviewed in 12, 69, 72). For
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the pathogenic members, these VRs also control host- and tissue-specific functions, whereas for
the nonpathogenic members, they serve to control transduction (packaged transgene expression)
efficiency. Below we discuss the potential role of the VP regions in pathogenicity.

The VP1u PLA2 Enzyme Activity as a Potential Determinant of Pathogenicity

Although much of the disease caused by parvoviruses results from cytotoxicity triggered by viral
replication, recent studies have shown that PLA2 can also contribute to disease in some cases. B19V
PLA2 activates inflammatory cardiomyopathy, which is accompanied by endothelial dysfunction
and may contribute to pathogenesis (73). In addition, the PLA2 enzymatic activity of HBoV1
was shown to be detrimental to tight junctions found in human airway epithelial cells, which
normally act as barriers for pathogens and foreign entities and thereby prevent infection and
tissue injury (74–76). AMDV does not contain this enzymatic domain and is still pathogenic (77).
These observations suggest that there may not be a direct link between the presence of PLA2 and
the pathogenic outcome of parvoviral infection. However, when present, it maintains a conserved
active site, its activity is essential for virus infection, and the level of activity differs among viruses
(65). These observations suggest that genus-, strain-, or cell-specific interactions require further
study to provide greater insight into the VP1u sequence and its PLA2 functions.

Virus Attachment to Host Cell Receptors as a Determinant of Host Range,
Tissue Tropism, and Pathogenicity

All parvoviruses utilize specific receptors for binding, cellular uptake, and infection, and a variety of
different receptors have been identified (72). Depending on the virus and the host being examined,
the receptors may include commonly expressed glycans as well as highly specific cell surface
glycoproteins or glycolipids. In some cases, parvoviruses can bind to multiple receptors, often
on different cell types, and use them individually or in combination for efficient cell binding
and infection. Some receptor interactions can be modified by one or a few residue changes on
the capsid. Sometimes critical residues are contributed by symmetry-related VPs. Other times,
receptor-binding activity may be influenced by changes that are well separated on the capsid
surface, suggesting that receptor binding may involve multiple sites on the capsid.

Viral adaptation to newer hosts can influence pathogenicity. An excellent example is provided
by the phenomenon of host range jumping and host-specific evolution of CPV in the context of
its transferrin receptor 1 (TfR) variation. Pathogenic CPV emerged in the late 1970s as a new
virus infecting dogs. There is good evidence that dogs were not infected by a CPV-like virus
prior to 1976, and the new dog-infecting virus spread worldwide among dogs, coyotes, and wolves

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Figure 5
Parvovirinae capsid structures. (a–e) Surface diagrams of the available Parvovirinae type member structures, of AMDV, AAV2, MVMp,
BPV, and B19V, radially color-cued according to the scale bar provided. The icosahedral asymmetric unit, represented by a triangle, is
shown above the AAV2 structure, with the approximate icosahedral symmetry axes indicated as an oval, triangle, and pentagon for the
twofold, threefold, and fivefold axes, respectively. Some of the conserved surface features are indicated on the AAV2 capsid structure:
the twofold depression, threefold protrusions, twofold/fivefold canyon, and fivefold channel. ( f ) Cartoon representation of superposed
VP2 structures. (Inset) Zoomed-in view of the conserved core, consisting of β-strands [β(A-BIDG-CHEF)] and an α-helix (αA). The
variable regions (VRs) are labeled according to the nomenclature defined for the dependoparvoviruses, protoparvoviruses, and
bocaparvoviruses. The N and C termini are marked, and the approximate icosahedral symmetry axes are indicated as an oval, triangle,
and pentagon for the twofold, threefold, and fivefold axes, respectively. Structures were generated using PyMOL (123) and
UCSF-Chimera (124).
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Superposed VP2 structures of (a) pathogenic and (b) nonpathogenic parvoviruses for which structures are
available in the database. The approximate icosahedral symmetry axes are indicated with an oval, triangle,
and pentagon for the twofold, threefold, and fivefold axes, respectively. The variable regions (VRs) defined
for the autonomous parvoviruses (bocaparvoviruses and protoparvoviruses) and the dependoparvoviruses are
also indicated on the structures. The N and C termini are labeled. Structures were generated using PyMOL
(123).

during a period of less than 6 months in 1978, likely from closely related viruses of cats and
other carnivores (78). The host range of the emerging virus for canine cells or dogs was shown
to be controlled by a combination of mutations in the VP gene that introduce changes in three
regions in the capsid surface, defined originally by the mutations Lys93Asn and Asp323Asn as
well as Gly299Glu or Ala300Asp (Figure 7a) (79, 80). These residues are all on the surface of
the capsid but are spaced 20–30 Å apart. During the course of passage of CPV in dogs the virus
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acquired additional mutations that appear to further adapt it to the new host, including Arg80Lys,
Ala300Gly, and Tyr305Met (Figure 7a) (78, 81), the latter two of which are within the proposed
TfR footprint. The canine TfR differs from the feline TfR by a number of mutations, but the
one shown to affect binding is a single Lys383Asn (feline to canine) within the apical domain.
Glycosylation of Asn383 in the canine TfR blocks binding by FPV-like viruses but allows binding
by CPV-like viruses (82, 83).

Differences in host tissue tropism, controlled by the cap gene, have also been reported as a
determinant of disease outcome for a number of closely related variants in the Amdoparvovirus and
Protoparvovirus genera. For the protoparvoviruses, the studies conducted with MVMp and MVMi
provide an example of the role of residues within VP1/2/3 in pathogenicity determination. The
prototype MVMp strain is nonpathogenic in vivo and establishes an asymptomatic infection in
permissive fibroblast cells in vitro (referred to as fibrotropism), whereas the immunosuppressive
MVMi strain infects T lymphocytes in vitro, is neurotropic in mice, and establishes a lethal
infection (84, 85). Both viruses require an interaction with cell surface sialic acid (SIA) for infection
and propagate with a lytic infection only in their respective murine host cell types. The available
data suggest that the host cell restriction results from intracellular host factors expressed in the re-
spective cell types that facilitate viral replication (86). The MVM viruses are 97% identical in VP2
sequence. Two residues in VP2, 317 and 321, as well as the large-intron 3′ splice site, determine
MVM fibrotropism (Figure 7b) (87, 88). Substitution of the MVMi amino acids at these positions
with those of MVMp (Ala317Thr and Glu321Gly) and four other mutations, at VP2 positions 399,
460, 553, and 558, conferred fibrotropism to MVMi (Figure 7b). All of these residues are part of
the shallow SIA-binding pocket on the MVMp/i capsid within the twofold depression (Figure 7b).
Residues in the analogous twofold depression for another Protoparvovirus member, H-1PV, are
also implicated in host tissue tropism and pathogenicity as well as receptor attachment (71, 89). In
contrast, for the PPV strains, differences in VP2 residues 381, 386, and 436, which are clustered
around the threefold spike and the edge of the fivefold canyon region, dictate differences between
the nonpathogenic NADL-2 strain and pathogenic Kresse strain (Figures 1 and 7c) (90, 91).

In the Amdoparvovirus example, a small number of VP2 amino acid differences between two
strains of AMDV (AMDV-G and AMDV-Utah 1) result in differences in replication in vitro and
pathogenesis in vivo. The AMDV-G strain is nonpathogenic in minks but replicates efficiently
in cell culture in susceptible cells, such as CrFK cells (Table 1). In contrast, the AMDV-Utah 1
strain is highly pathogenic but replicates poorly in cell culture. These AMDV strains, like MVMp
and MVMi, are ∼97% identical in VP2 sequence. Studies using chimeras made with different
sequence segments from both AMDV strains pinpointed the VP determinant for replication
in cell culture and pathogenesis to residues located on the wall of the twofold depression and
threefold protrusions (Figure 7d ) (92–94). These residues are analogous to those that control
receptor attachment, tissue tropism, and pathogenicity for MVM and host range and receptor
attachment for CPV, respectively (Figure 7a,b,d).

Regardless of the type of parvovirus or consequence of infection, many of these viruses use the
same glycans for cell recognition and use the same capsid sites for cellular recognition. These sites
include the threefold depression (e.g., AAV2–heparan sulfate, AAV4–SIA, AAV5–SIA, and B19V–
globoside), the base of the threefold protrusions (e.g., AAV1–SIA and AAV9–galactose), and the
twofold depression (e.g., CPV–SIA, H-1PV–SIA, and MVMp/i–SIA). Therefore, these studies
suggest that pathogenicity is not solely dependent on receptor interactions and may involve other
virus-host interactions required for infection, including internalization, intracellular trafficking,
nuclear entry, uncoating, assembly, and genome packaging (12).
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Host Antibody Interaction as a Determinant of Pathogenicity

For a number of parvoviruses, antibodies play a variety of roles, including providing protection,
causing antibody-dependent enhancement (ADE) of infection, establishing persistent infection,
and promoting immunopathogenesis. As an example, antibodies against the capsid and NS proteins
of AMDV are prominent features of the immunopathogenesis associated with Aleutian mink dis-
ease (95, 96). Minks with persistent infections develop hypergammaglobulinemia, plasmacytosis,
and immune complex diseases characterized by high antibody titers (97, 98). Despite this height-
ened antibody response, the virus is not inactivated but retains infectivity in the host (97–99).
Most of the AMDV particles are sequestered as immune complexes in lymphoid organs of in-
fected adult minks, and viral replication is detected only within a small population of macrophages
and follicular dendritic cells (100). Although anti-AMDV antibodies are capable of neutralizing
AMDV infectivity in CrFK cells, these antibodies are required for persistent AMDV infection
in macrophages using the Fc receptor–dependent mechanism of ADE (101–103). Thus, preex-
isting antiviral antibodies fail to protect the adult minks from AMDV infection and instead lead
to an accelerated form of the disease (104). Furthermore, due to ADE, minks immunized with
capsid-based AMDV vaccines were more susceptible upon virus challenge and developed acute
inflammatory lesions (104).

Studies using peptides as antigens to probe the antibody responses to AMDV have indicated
that the wall between the twofold and fivefold axes, as well as the shoulder and top of the threefold
protrusions, are major immune-dominant sites on the capsid (Figures 7d and 8a) (94, 105, 106).
A peptide antibody spanning VP2 residues 428–446 led to ADE-mediated AMDV pathogenesis
with virus particles aggregating into immune complexes (Figure 8a). This epitope, located on the
twofold wall, is neutralizing when recognized by antibody in CrFK cells and includes VP2 residue
434, which is implicated in host tropism and pathogenicity.

For B19V, persistent infection leads to autoimmune-mediated destruction of granulocytes
and thrombocytes (reviewed in 107). The majority of the antibody response against this virus
is directed against the surface-exposed VP1u region and the VP2 residues that constitute the
threefold protrusions (Figure 8b) (108–111). In addition to these structural proteins, NS1 has
also been shown to induce an antibody response and is an indicator of recent infection or exposure
to B19V (112). The humoral response against B19V can also be protective (107). VP2 epitopes for
neutralizing antibodies E, L, and 521-D include VP2 residue ranges 57–77, 345–365, and 446–
466, respectively (Figure 8b) (113). Another antigenic region on VP2, present between residues
253 and 515, can be localized to the twofold/fivefold wall and the base of the threefold protrusions
(Figure 8b) (110, 111, 113). Of these antigenic stretches, the epitope comprising VP2 residues
314–330 on the threefold protrusion is similar to the C37-B neutralizing antibody epitope in
AAV2, which interferes with receptor binding (Figure 8b,c) (114).

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Figure 7
Host tropism and pathogenicity. Residues mediating host and tissue tropism in (a) CPV, (b) MVM, (c) PPV, and (d ) AMDV are
depicted on the capsid surface image (top) and a roadmap representation of the viral asymmetric unit (bottom). The colored residues
show amino acids that are important determinants of host tropism and pathogenicity, as indicated on the right-hand side. The relevant
residues are as follows. CPV tropism: 93, 323; FPV tropism: 299, 300; CPV type 2a: 87, 300, 305; CPV type 2b: 426; CPV type 2: 80,
564, 568, 300; CPV in vitro passaging: 80, 300, 305; MVMp in vitro tropism: 317, 321; MVMi fibrotropism: 399, 460, 553, 558; in vivo
pathogenicity: 325, 362, 368; leukopenia: 321, 551, 575; sialic acid (SIA) binding: 241, 243, 362, 368, 396, 398, 399, 401, 403, 553, 558,
578; PPV pathogenicity: 436, 378, 383; AMDV pathogenicity: 92, 94, 115, 234, 238, 240, 241, 242, 352, 395, 434, 491, 534. Structures
were generated using PyMOL (123) and RIVEM (125).
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Figure 8
Antigenic epitopes of (a) AMDV, (b) B19V, and (c) AAV2 are depicted on the surface of the virus capsids. The colored residues show
amino acids that are important as determinants of antigenicity, as indicated below each structure. Structures were generated using
PyMOL (123).

Antibodies to many of the nonpathogenic AAVs are highly prevalent in human sera, as summa-
rized in a review by Tseng et al. (Figure 8c) (115). These neutralizing antibodies to AAV capsids
may limit the efficacy of AAV gene delivery vectors. In contrast, Mori et al. (116) preincubated
AAV vectors with anti-AAV antiserum at subneutralizing levels and observed enhancement of
AAV infection in human monocytic cell lines. ADE may thus be able to improve the transduction
levels achieved via AAV gene therapy in these cells.

CONCLUSIONS

Parvoviruses represent an ancient and widespread family of viruses that have successfully infected
animals of all types for millions of years and in general appear to be highly host specific and display
narrow tissue tropisms even within the animals that they do infect. Despite having DNA genomes,
these viruses appear to evolve at rates similar to those seen for many RNA viruses, so that mutations
are readily selected even during the course of very small numbers of host cell passages, allowing
them (in some cases) to quickly change and adapt to new but related hosts as well as to alter their cell
or tissue tropisms. As such, they represent a dynamic system with the potential for emergence of
important new natural variants with altered properties. Although parvoviruses vary in tropism and
lethality, they encode several conserved functions, including NS1-mediated toxicity; the ability,
mediated by Rep/NS, to establish persistent infection; VP1u-related phospholipase function; and
antigenicity of capsid proteins. The complex mechanisms involved in cellular entry into preferred
cell or tissue types result in the varied level of disease outcome—from nonpathogenic to severe
and lethal. For a complete understanding of what makes some of these viruses pathogenic and
others nonpathogenic, we need to identify their cellular interacting partners and characterize the
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interactions of those factors with all viral components, including the packaged genome. This is a
complex challenge that can only be undertaken one viral protein at a time.
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